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Abstract 

 

This paper gives brief introduction about various sensors used in robotics and their applications. A sensor is a device that detects 

the changes in electrical or physical or other quantities and thereby produces an output and whose purpose is to detect events or 

changes in its environment and send the information to other electronic devices. Robotic sensors are used to estimate robots 

condition and environment. Sensors in robots are based on the functions of human sensory organs. Sensors used in robots provide 

intelligence to the robot and improve their performance. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days Robots are widely used and by using sensor we make a robot very effective. Sensor have an ability to obtain data from 

the interaction between robotics system and their environment. Human have an ability to sense the environmental changes and this 

human sensing is done by their brain. It is difficult for a robot without sensor to sense the objects and therefore solution to this 

problem is a sensor.to operate a robot effectively it is necessary to provide them sensor.it give the robot ability to sence the object. 

We use different types of sensor in robotics for different purpose. The use of sensor in robots has taken them into the next level of 

creativity. And most importantly the sensor have increased the two main reason .first of all they allow the robot to become more 

autonomous because it can perceives. sensor are also important to robotics for remote operation, because they give the remote user 

the ability to see what is going on and make decision about what the robot should do next. 

II. WHAT IS SENSOR AND WHY THEY ARE USED IN ROBOTICS 

A sensors is a converter that measures a Physical quantity and converts it into a signal that can be read by an observer. Robotic 

Sensors are used to estimate the robot’s condition and environment, these signals are passed to the controller to enable the 

appropriate behavior, the sensors in the function of the human sensory organs, The Robots require the extensive information about 

their environment in order of function effectively. Robots need Robot Sensors to know the world around them, there are many 

Robot Sensors including ultrasonics, the temperature and the humidity, the force and a lot more to increase the robot awareness. 

The sensors is the sophisticated device which measures the physical quantity such as the speed or the pressure and it converts it 

into the signal which can be measured electrically, The sensors are based on several working principles and types of measurements, 

almost all type of sensors emit the signals and measure the signals and measure the reflection to make measurement. The sensors 

can measure the presence of light and the frequency of sound, they can measure the object proximity, they can measure the presence 

or the absence of the object, bearing, the colour and the distance between the objects.  

III. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF SENSORS IN ROBOTICS 

 Internal Sensor 

This sensor required for basic working of the system. They measure the robot’s internal state. 

 External Sensor 

Interaction with the environment. 
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IV. SENSORS USED IN ROBOTICS 

 Temperature Sensor (LM35) 

A temperature sensors is a device, typically a thermocouple or RTD, which is provided for temperature measurement an electrical 

signal. Temperature sensing can be done either through direct contact with the heating source material or remotely, with indirect 

touch with the source using radiated energy instead. There is a wide range of temperature sensors available in Thermocouple, The 

RTD, Thermistors, Semiconductors Sensors, Digital Temperature Sensors. Temperature sensors LM35 is precision IC temperature 

sensors. Output voltage of LM35 is directly proportional to the centigrade/Celsius of temperature. The LM35 does not need external 

calibration or trimming to provider accurate temperature range. For LM35 is -55 degree to -150 degree Celsius. With rise in 

temperature, the value of voltage is given to the microcontroller which is multiplied by the conversion factor in order to give the 

value of actual temperature. 

 
Fig. 4.1: Temperature Sensor 

 Application of Temperature Sensor 

Design of Industrial Temperature Controller for controlling temperature of devices used in industrial applications is one of the 

frequently used practical applications of the temperature sensor. In this circuit IC DS1621, a digital thermometer is used as a 

temperature sensor, thermostat, which provides 9-bit temperature readings. The circuit mainly consists of 8051 microcontroller, 

EEPROM, temperature sensor, LCD display and other components. 

 Humidity Sensor (DHT11) 

A humidity sensors senses, measure and reports the relative humidity in the air. It therefore measures both moisture and air 

temperature. Relative humidity is the ratio of actual moisture in the air to the highest amount of moisture that can be held at that 

air temperature.DHT11 humidity sensors consists of 4 pins: VCC, Data out not connected and ground. The range of voltage for 

VCC pin is 3.5V to 5.5V. DHT11 can be interface with any microcontroller like Arduino, Raspberry Pi, etc. DHT11 is a low cost 

humidity sensors which provide high reliability and long term stability. The DHT11 is basic, low cost digital temperature and 

humidity sensors. It gives out digital value and hence there is no need to use conversion algorithm at ADC of the microcontroller 

and hence we can give its output directly to data pin instead of ADC. It has a capacitive sensors for measuring humidity. The only 

real shortcoming of this sensors is that one can only get new data from it only after every 2 seconds. Programming the DHT11 and 

connecting it to raspberry pi and it give the output humidity readings on LCD. Programming it either with C or Python. 

 
Fig. 4.2: Humidity Sensor 

 Application of Humidity Sensor 

Humidity sensors can be used as a monitoring and preventive measure in homes for people with illnesses that are affected by 

humidity. They are also found as part of home heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems (HVAC systems). They can also 

be found in offices, cars, humidors, museums, industrial spaces and greenhouses and can be used in meteorology stations to report 

and predict weather. Dew sensors are used in the coating industry because the application of paint and other coatings may be 

extremely sensitive to dew point. 
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 Obstacle Sensors (Ultra-Sonic HC-SR04) 

The ultrasonic sensors is used for obstacle detection. The ultrasonic HC-SR04 is working on 5V DC voltage and its ranging from 

2cm-500cm. Its cycle period is 50 ms. the ultrasonic sensors has 4 pin VCC, Trigger, Ground and Echo. The ultrasonic sensors 

operates on the principle of sound waves and their reflection property. It has two parts: ultrasonic transmitter and ultrasonic 

receiver. Transmitter transmits the 40 KHz sound wave and receiver receives the reflected 40 KHz wave and on its reception. It 

sends the electrical signal to the microcontroller. The speed of sound in air is already known. Hence from time required to receive 

back the transmitted sound wave, the distance of obstracle is calculated. Here, it is used for obstacle detection in case of mobile 

robot and as a motion detector in ware house for preventing thefts. The ultrasonic sensors enables the robot to detect and avoid 

obstacles and also to measure the distance from the obstacle. The range of operation of ultrasonic sensors is 10cm to 30 cm. 

 
Fig. 4.3: Ultra-Sonic HC-SR04 

 Application of Ultrasonic sensor 

The waves transmitted by transducer are received back again after the waves are reflected back from the object. The velocity of 

sound is considered for calculating time taken for sending and receiving waves. The distance is calculated by executing a program 

on microcontroller, and then it is displayed on the LCD display. Various other application of ultrasonic sensors are loop control, 

Roll diameter, tension control, winding and unwind, Liquid level control through beam detection for high-speed counting, Full 

detection, Thread or wire break detection. 

 Hand Gesture Sensor (Accelerometer) 

Accelerometers are very important in the sensor world because they can sense such a wide range of motion. They're used in the 

latest Apple PowerBooks (and other laptops) to detect when the computer's suddenly moved or tipped, so the hard drive can be 

locked up during movement. They're used in cameras, to control image stabilization functions. They're used in pedometers, gait 

meters, and other exercise and physical therapy devices. They're used in gaming controls to generate tilt data. They're used in 

automobiles, to control airbag release when there's a sudden stop. There are countless other applications for them. An accelerometer 

is a one type of sensor and it gives an analog data while moving in the direction of X, Y and Z. These directions depend on the 

type of sensor. The diagram of accelerometer is shown below. This sensor consists of arrow directions, if we tilt the sensor in one 

direction, then the data at the particular pin will change in the form of analog. The accelerometer consists of six pins, where the 

function of each pin is discussed below. 

 
Fig. 4.4: Accelerometer 

 Pin-1: VDD pin is used to give +5V supply to this pin 

 Pin-2: GND pin is connected to the ground for the purpose of biasing 

 Pin-3: X pin will receive the data in the X direction 
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 Pin-4: Y pin will receive the data in the Y direction 

 Pin-5: Z pin will receive the data in the Z direction 

 Pin-6: ST pin is used to adjust the sensitivity of the accelerometer 1.5g or 2g or 3g or 4g 

 Application of Accelerometer 

Accelerometers are used in a number of different products, including aircraft and missiles. One of the most common uses of 

accelerometers is to determine the aircraft’s pitch orientation, or its orientation relative to the curve of the Earth. Aircraft have to 

account for this pitch because the Earth is round—if pilots didn’t correct the plane’s orientation, it would eventually fly into the 

upper atmosphere and into space (or crash when it got too high). Accelerometers are also used in a number of apps and games. 

Racing games, for example, may allow players to control the steering of their car by turning the tables or phone to one side. An 

accelerometer captures this movement and tells the game how to adjust the movement of the player’s vehicle. In digital cameras, 

an accelerometer is used in much the same way: it tells the camera when it should take an image in landscape orientation and when 

it should use portrait. It also displays the pitch and roll of the camera’s axes, which helps to accurately display the image on the 

small screen. 

 Proximity Sensors (Path Detection)  

The proximity sensors are used for path detection. When the right sensor is not detected the curve line, the microcontroller activates 

the left motor to turn left until the signal from right sensor. Once signal is detected right sensor, the two motors are activated to go 

forward. When the line is end at that time the robot reverse at 180 and turns back the same place. 

 
Fig. 4.5: Proximity Sensor 

 Application of Proximity Sensor 

Proximity sensors are largely used in the retail industry, as they can detect motion and the correlation between the customer and 

product the might be interested in. A user is immediately notified of discounts and special offers of nearby products. Another big 

and quite an old use-case is vehicles. You are reversing your car and are alrmed about an obstacle while taking reverse, that’s the 

work of proximity sensor. They are also used for parking availability in places such as malls, stadiums or airports. 

V. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 

 Advantages 

1) By using sensor robot interact with surrounding and takes appropriate action. 

2) The sensors are used in data collection of objects in the robot work cell to determine the position or other related data. 

3) By using sensor robot can collect more accurate information from the resulting improved application. 

 Disadvantages 

1) Narrow or limited temperature range. 

2) Short or limited shelf life. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that robotic sensor is the most important device for a robot to perform various tasks. Sensor makes the working of 

a robot very effective, which is able to obtain information from the interaction between robotic hand and their environment.We 

can choose the sensor according to the requirement and the working environment of robot. 
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